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On America's college campuses, there are epidemics we talk about and those we don't. 
There's ---ual assault. There are fraternity hazing deaths. And in both cases, the attention of 
the nation usually turns to these issues only after a tragedy has occurred. after Penn State 
freshman Timothy Piazza dies from consuming 18 drinks in 82 minutes. after Brock Turner ---
ually assaults an unconscious woman behind a dumpster at Stanford... 

Look deeper, however, and these epidemics have something in common: the pervasive and 
problematic drinking culture among American youth. 

"When you have almost 2,000 kids a year dying that are college-aged kids on college 
campuses, I'm surprised that those statistics are not out there in a bigger way and that colleges 
aren't owning that a little bit more," says clinical social worker Julie Fenn in the CBSN Originals 
documentary, "Drinking Culture: American Kids and the Danger of Being Cool." "If there were 
2,000 kids dying for, you know, a brain disease or the flu or something, we would be all over 
that." 

In the current pop culture environment, binge drinking has not only become normalized, it's 
become a marker of social status.  

"People do have that conception that the more you can drink, the cooler you are," says Alex 
Artaza, a college student at Nova Southeastern University in Florida. 

"Girls who could handle their alcohol are seen as a lot cooler and a lot more interesting than 
girls who can't," concurs Kaeli Van Cott, a 23-year-old social media manager in New York City. 
"People would encourage in college like, 'We need to drink, we need to pregame, we need to 
go out.' ... Guys who can handle their alcohol were seen as cool and girls who could keep up 
were invited in." 

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism defines binge drinking as four drinks 
for women and five drinks for men over the span of two hours. In the United States today, 
however, college students often consume two or three times that amount. 

And while it used to be that men were much more likely to binge drink than women, that gender 
gap is rapidly closing, with rates of alcohol use and binge drinking now on the rise in women 
and girls.  

For the documentary, "Drinking Culture," CBSN Originals visited the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, one of the most notorious party schools in America, to speak with students there 
about the amounts and sorts of drinking that are now considered normal. 

https://www.cbsnews.com/


Gretchen Schroder, a 21-year-old senior, told producers that the most she's had to drink in a 
night was 15 drinks. When pressed on what that was like, and whether or not she remembered 
that night, she shook her head, laughed a little bit, and replied, "No. I blacked out." 

The NIAAA defines blacking out as a period "of amnesia during which a person actively 
engages in behaviors like walking and talking but does not create memories for these events 
as they transpire. . Depending on how impaired the brain regions involved in decisionmaking 
and impulse control are, the missing events could range from mundane behaviors, like 
brushing teeth, to dangerous and traumatic events like driving a car, getting into a fight, or 
committing - or being the victim of - a ---ual assault or other crime." 

While many parents probably blissfully assume that this sort of alcohol-induced stupor is a 
rarity, all of the young Americans who appear in the CBSN Originals doc, "Drinking Culture," 
told producers that they have either blacked out themselves or witnessed their peers blacking 
out on numerous occasions.  

"I've seen a lot of people black out," says Van Cott. "I can't even give you a defined number. ... 
People brag about that as if it's something that's cool to do. Like, 'I'm totally going to black out 
tonight.'" 

Not only does this sort of normalized underage drinking behavior put American teens at greater 
risk of physical injury and ---ual assault, experts point out that there are biological 
consequences to drinking in excess before the brain is done developing. 

"What we've seen with data is that if you start drinking at age 13 or 14, drinking full drinks, that 
that is associated with a five times greater risk of developing an alcohol use problem or 
disorder compared to if you start at age 21 or older," explains Dr. Sion Harris, an associate 
professor of pediatrics at Harvard Medical School.  

"We're also seeing that there are impacts on the development of what we call wiring of the 
brain. One of the things that really is important that's happening in the brain during the 
adolescent years is kind of the connecting up of different brain areas. And the reason that 
that's so important is that in order for us to have a really sharp brain, fast processing, and 
healthy functioning, different parts of the brain have to work together, and that is developing 
through adolescence," she explained.  

"When the brain is exposed to things like alcohol, marijuana, other drugs, that seems to impact 
how the brain gets wired up and that can impact our ability to learn, our ability to make smart 
decisions, our ability to regulate our emotions." 

Binge drinking affects young Americans both in ways we can see and in ways we can't, and 
advocates say we really need to take a hard look at the root of the problem. 

"We have to challenge and change that culture, that thinking that it's normal behavior," said 
Julie Fenn. 

And she adds a cautionary note for parents: "I think there is that stereotypic belief that, 'not my 
kid. I'm a good parent. My kids would never do that.' I think all of our kids are at risk. And I can 



say that honestly, as a parent of three, it doesn't matter what your profession is, no child is 
protected." 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/binge-drinking-blacking-out-alcohol-culture-threatening-
americas-kids-cbsn-originals/ 

Connecticut: Dissenting 2nd Circ. Judges Blast Conn.'s Booze 
'Cartel' Law 
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A split Second Circuit on Friday declined to rehear en banc a suit challenging a Connecticut 
law controlling alcohol pricing in the state, though dissenting judges ripped into the majority's 
denial, saying the move deters competition and allows "de facto state-sanctioned cartels of 
alcohol wholesalers" to inflate prices. 

A Second Circuit panel upheld the Connecticut Liquor Control Act in February, rejecting a wine 
retailer's arguments that the law's restrictions - calling on wholesalers to announce their prices 
at the beginning of the month and hold them there - were in violation of antitrust law. The 
month after the ruling, plaintiff Connecticut Fine Wine and Spirits LLC, the Connecticut arm of 
Total Wine & More, filed a petition for hearing and rehearing en banc. 

That petition was denied Friday after it failed to garner enough votes from the 11 judges polled 
- much to the chagrin of the four judges who signed onto a scathing dissent calling the 
majority's decision "a missed opportunity." The move permits "artificially high prices for alcohol 
consumers and retailers throughout our circuit," U.S. Circuit Judge Richard J. Sullivan wrote in 
the dissent. 

"Moreover, the panel opinion's overriding focus on concerted action overlooks the economic 
realities of a post-and-hold pricing scheme," he said. 

Evoking Second Circuit case history, Judge Sullivan - along with U.S. Circuit Judges Jose A. 
Cabranes, Debra Ann Livingston and Michael H. Park - said the court should have joined 
"federal courts across the country" in rejecting the majority's decision in Battipaglia v. New York 
State Liquor Authority, a 1984 case in which U.S. Circuit Judge Ralph K. Winter issued a 
"forceful dissent." 

In that case, the Second Circuit upheld a New York price-posting provision almost identical to 
Connecticut's. The majority found that the regulation did not mandate or authorize conduct that 
would be per se illegal had it been the subject of a private agreement, noting that the U.S. 
Supreme Court had never held that exchanging price information has to be a violation of 
antitrust laws in all cases. 

Judge Winter said in his dissent that requiring adherence to an announced price "has been 
uniformly held illegal without regard to its reasonableness." 

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/binge-drinking-blacking-out-alcohol-culture-threatening-americas-kids-cbsn-originals/
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In the years following that decision, courts outside the Second Circuit have "without exception" 
rejected the majority's decision in favor of Judge Winter's dissent in striking down similar laws, 
Judge Sullivan said Friday. 

"[T]he correct legal analysis has been staring us in the face for more than 35 years," Judge 
Sullivan said. 

He added that the measure "provides no incentive - or ability - for wholesalers to compete on 
price." 

Plaintiff Total Wine has locations in 21 states and is the largest retailer of wine and liquor in the 
country, according to the Second Circuit. 

The present dispute goes back to 2016, when the wine retailer sued Connecticut's Department 
of Consumer Protection and Division of Liquor Control. Specifically, Total Wine took issue with 
the state's requirements that set minimum sale prices for alcohol wholesalers, ban them from 
offering discounts for higher-volume purchases, and force wholesalers to post their prices at 
the beginning of each month and hold them there, court records show. 

By forcing wholesalers to announce their prices, Total Wine contended the state was basically 
encouraging horizontal price-fixing. And the regulations reduced "any wholesaler's incentive to 
be the first to reduce price," Total Wine said, according to court records. 

Judge Sullivan said in Friday's dissent that post-and-hold laws "impose serious and well-
recognized harms on consumers and retailers across all three states in our circuit." 

"Surely the widespread anticompetitive harms that post-and-hold laws inflict across our circuit 
provide sufficient justification to merit revisiting Battipaglia, a case that has become an outlier 
over the last three and a half decades," he said. 

Counsel for Total Wine and a representative for the Connecticut Department of Consumer 
Protection didn't immediately return requests for comment late Friday. 

Connecticut Fine Wine and Spirits is represented by William J. Murphy, John J. Connolly and 
Adam B. Abelson of Zuckerman Spaeder LLP and James T. Shearin of Pullman & Comley 
LLC. 

The Department of Consumer Protection is represented by Robert Deichert and George 
Jepsen of the Connecticut Office of the Attorney General. 

The case is Connecticut Fine Wine and Spirits LLC v. Seagull et al., case number 17-2003, in 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. 

Twenty-One States In Violation of Constitution After Tennessee 
Wine Supreme Court Case 

Source: https://nawr.org/ 
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Twenty-one states across the country are in violation of the Constitution following the Supreme 
Court's Tennessee Wine v Thomas decision in June. Wine shipping laws in these twenty-one 
states violate the Commerce Clause with their bans on wine shipments from out-of-state wine 
retailers. 

In Tennessee Wine v Thomas, Justice Samuel Alito held that states may not pass protectionist 
laws that discriminate against out-of-state wine stores and retailers by banning them from 
shipping wine to consumers. Twenty-one states need to consider changes to their wine 
shipping laws in order to come into compliance with the Constitution. 

In the wake of the June Supreme Court ruling, lawsuits challenging bans on wine shipments 
from out of state are now underway in Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Missouri, New 
Jersey, and Texas. 

The remaining states with unconstitutional wine shipping laws are California, Idaho, Maine, 
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island 
South Carolina and Washington State. 

The Court spoke loud and clear in Tennessee Wine v Thomas when it applied the holdings in 
the 2005 Granholm v Heald Supreme Court case to retailers. The Granholm decision and now 
the Tennessee Wine decision holds that states may not discriminate against out-of-state wine 
stores by banning their wine shipments into the state, while at the same time allowing their own 
wine stores to ship wine to their state's consumers. While NAWR strongly supports the lawsuits 
filed in seven states, it urges lawmakers in the other 14 states to take it upon themselves to fix 
their wine shipping laws, give their consumers access to wines they can't find locally and 
abandon protectionist lawmaking. 

NAWR has drafted a Model Wine Retailer Shipping Bill now located on its website that can 
help guide states as they begin the legislative work to fix their unconstitutional retailer wine 
shipping laws. 

Wage Growth Hot Streak for Hospitality Industry Continues  

Source: Berman and Company 

By Jackson Shedelbower 

September 7, 2019 

According to new data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the leisure and hospitality industry 
created 12,000 jobs in August and the unemployment rate dropped to 5 percent (down from 
5.3 percent in July). Moreover, year-over-year wage growth for the industry grew by 3.6 
percent-a figure that surpasses the rate of the overall economy. 

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm?utm_source=The+Industry+Update&utm_ca
mpaign=c86761bd0f-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_1_06_COPY_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c11ca6169d-
c86761bd0f-119715613 
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U.S. 

Hiring Cools as Trade War Heats Up 

Amid increasing trade tensions and fears of recession, all eyes turned to the nonfarm payroll 
release this morning, which showed employers added only 130,000 jobs in August. Hiring has 
certainly slowed since the start of the year, as the 12-month average change now stands at 
173,000, compared to 235,000 in January. 

The United States confirmed on Thursday that the next round of trade talks with Chinese 
officials will take place in Washington in October. The trade war has now been ongoing in 
earnest for over a year, though the more recent escalation has pushed measures of trade 
uncertainty to lofty levels. 

Global 

Summer Ends, but Brexit Keeps Things Hot 

The United Kingdom's parliament returned to action this week, and with its return came another 
acrimonious debate about the future relationship between the United Kingdom and the 
European Union. 

As always, the number of possible outcomes going forward is numerous and nuanced. Broadly 
speaking, however, it appears increasingly likely that a national election in the U.K. will take 
place at some point before year's end. 

The Bank of Canada (BoC) kept its main policy rate unchanged at its meeting this week, 
asserting that the economy is operating close to potential, inflation is on target and the current 
level of policy stimulus is "appropriate." 

The Most Popular Beer in Each State, Mapped (Excerpt + Link) 

Source: https://mentalfloss.com/ 

BY TARA RAHIMI  

SEPTEMBER 6, 2019 

In case you were unaware: September 7 is Beer Lovers Day. While Americans hardly need a 
good reason to throw back a cold one, that there's an entire day dedicated to our favorite sudsy 
beverage makes it taste that much better. But do regional flavors impact beer preferences? 
That's the question VinePair, a site dedicated to our love of adult beverages, sought to answer 
when it created a map to find each state's favorite brand of beer. Or, at least, most states. 

https://mentalfloss.com/


Though they were only able to gather data from 35 states, 22 of those states chose Bud Light 
as their favorite brew, making it the hands-down winner. Coors Light came out on top in three 
states (the mid-Atlantic region seems to enjoy the Silver Bullet) while New Glarus Brewing 
Company's Spotted Cow Ale, a Wisconsin-produced beer, is the favorite brand of-you guessed 
it-Wisconsinites. 

Does your state's most popular beer brand match your personal preference? Check out the full 
map below, or visit VinePair to read more. 

https://mentalfloss.com/article/593691/most-popular-beer-in-each-state 

A-B Finally Gets it Right With September Shakeup 

Source: Beer Business Daily 

September 7, 2019 

It seems like every other year since 2008, A-B's U.S. division does a shakeup, in the hopes 
that it will "disrupt" (their favorite word) market share losses. So far, the strategy has not proved 
fruitful to growing or even maintaining organic sales nor share, although it has cut costs in 
some instances.  

For instance, almost exactly two years ago to the day, A-B announced that they had 
restructured their sales department, even though they had already restructured it numerous 
times since 2008. 

So it was with little surprise that Anheuser-Busch announced to distributors yesterday that it is 
letting go of some employees (around a dozen) and promoting others (more than 100) in the 
hope that this will stanch the increasingly rapid market share losses they have experienced, 
despite Mich Ultra's growth.  

Some of the promotions weren't announced because they were piloting this new scheme in 
Texas since March, where Bud Light in particular is bleeding volume (down 10% in Houston 
alone, we hear). One wholesaler told us they hadn't really noticed a restructuring, save the job 
title changes. 

But this time, instead of looking inward as was typical of the company, A-B's sales chief 
Brendan Whitworth actually looked toward his customers - distributors - and made some 
moves to have their salespeople listen and learn. For instance, they've gotten rid of the District 
Managers and Sales Directors, to be replaced by Commercial Directors. Just a title change, 
right? Typical big company BS?  

No, in this case, they are also hiring Territory Managers to support the CD, and the 
Commercial Directors will be "owning the relationship with the wholesaler/being the single point 
of contact," according to a memo from Brendan to wholesalers, obtained by BBD through 
nefarious backchannels.  

But here is the money shot from Brendan: "We expect folks to stay in their role longer.."  

https://mentalfloss.com/article/593691/most-popular-beer-in-each-state


This has been the single biggest complaint I've heard from A-B distributors for years, that it's a 
revolving door of people calling on them and as soon as a relationship is built and they learn 
the market, they're gone. So this promise is a big deal.  

But here is what we think is even bigger news from all this noise that was somewhat buried in 
the memo: "Moving forward, entry-level sales employees will begin their career either in our 
WOD's [branches], our NYC & STL Offices or in our Regional offices." [Advice to Brendan: 
make them all start in the WODs as merchandisers. That will weed out the slackers.]  

Still, good start. As I've said for twenty years: For large and small brewers and importers, 
neglecting the wholesaler relationship always ends poorly, and the alternative pays dividends. 
The corollary, cases hide many sins. Word.  

A-B STATEMENT: A-B shared a general statement with BBD on the matter.  

In their own words: 

"The changes announced today will provide new opportunities for more than 100 employees. 
At the same time, the restructuring will lead to a small number of job losses. For those affected, 
we have made considerable efforts to find new roles within our business. 

"Because of that, less than 1% of our sales force will be leaving the company [total of 13 jobs 
impacted]. These are difficult decisions to make, and ones we take very seriously, but they are 
vital to ensure we are structured in the best way possible in our dynamic industry." 

White Claw Confirms Nationwide Shortage of Hard Seltzer Due to 
Drink's Rising Popularity 

Source: https://ktla.com/ 

SEPTEMBER 6, 2019 

White Claw is a victim of its own success: The hard seltzer brand confirmed a nationwide 
shortage in the United States, sparked by the drink's rising popularity. 

"We are working around the clock to increase supply given the rapid growth in consumer 
demand," Sanjiv Gajiwala, White Claw's senior vice president of marketing, told CNN Business. 
"White Claw has accelerated faster than anyone could have predicted." 

The company didn't specify when stock will return to normal, but Gajiwala said it has been 
"allocating product to our distributor partners to keep all markets in stock the best we can and 
will continue to do so until we get back to our normal safety stock position." 

White Claw has blown up recently, sparking memes and trend pieces. Sales of the drink grew 
283% to $327.7 million in July compared to the same period last year. Its sales also accounted 
for nearly 55% of all hard seltzer sales for the week of July 4, a 200% increase since 2018's 
Fourth of July sales, according to data from Nielsen. 

https://ktla.com/


The beverage, which is the industry leader, was launched by Mike's Hard Lemonade maker 
Mark Anthony Brands in 2016. That same year, Anheuser-Busch bought SpikedSeltzer, which 
led to Bon & Viv. Boston Beer began manufacturing Truly, another popular hard seltzer. 

It took White Claw a while to catch on with drinkers. Now, people are seeking out drinks with 
fewer calories and less sugar, and seltzer fits the bill. White Claw and competitor Truly both 
have around 100 calories per can, and Bon & Viv has about 90 calories per can. 

The fad isn't fading, either. Last month, Anheuser-Busch launched a new line of spiked seltzer 
under the Natural Light brand, an affordable product marketed to college-aged drinkers. 

"These new products can help those companies, such as Anheuser-Busch, 'buffer those 
losses,'" Beth Bloom, associate director of US Food and Drink for Mintel previously told CNN 
Business, because beer sales are declining. 

Alcohol drinkers have been generally favoring premium beer and liquor. Hard seltzer, a lower-
calorie alternative to beer, could steal share away from light beers, according to a recent note 
from Macquarie Research. 

Heineken (HEIA NA, BUY): Notes From The Road 

Source: Jefferies 

Edward Mundy, ACA, Elsa Hannar 

September 7, 2019 

TICKER HEIA NA 

RATING BUY 

PRICE ?98.14^ 

PRICE TARGET (PT) ?110.00 

MARKET CAP ?56.0B / $61.8B 

Key Takeaway 

Spending time with management supports our view that Heineken offers superior top-line 
growth within beer. Whilst delivering on guidance (org EBIT MSD) is not a "walk in the park", 
(1) co delivered in 2H18 (2) phasing of expenses is more favourable in 2H, (3) earlier TET and 
soft 4Q18 comp in Brazil will help. Consensus has been rebased downwards (4.4%) and 
shares should re-rate on delivery. Shares are not expensive (cal '20 20x vs beer 22x) for the 
growth. 

Insights  

Superior top-line growth. The main driver of allocation of resources at Heineken is top-line and 
securing growth over short, med and long term. We believe Heineken's growth characteristics 



are underestimated given the footprint as well as potential for market share momentum. Street 
models for a slow-down in F20 with vols/sales 3.1%/4.9% vs JEFe 3.4%/5.5%. (F18 6.1%, 
F19E 5.2%). 

Some pressure from adverse geog mix. Between F14-17 (40bps p.a. margin expansion) 
company benefitted both from cost cutting programmes as well as favourable mix (Mexico and 
Vietnam). We expect margin expansion to be a part of the med-term model however adverse 
geographical mix acts as a constraint given faster than average growth from lower margin 
territories such as Brazil, S.Africa, Cote d'Ivoire, Russia, Mozambique. Lower margin start ups 
provide the fuel for growth for the next 3-10 years. 

Guidance not a walk in the park but it was confirmed with 1H results. 1H profit delivery (+0.3%) 
was subdued given phasing (input costs, IT spend, A&P spend) exacerbated by poor weather 
in Europe and increased competitive activity. To deliver on street org EBIT expectations 4.4% 
for F19, co needs to grow 2H 7.8%. Whilst not a walk in the park, co benefits from (1) benefit 
from phasing of IT/A&P 2H vs 1H (2) less adverse transaction input cost headwinds in 2H (3) 
earlier timing of TET (benefit Vietnam 4Q) and easy comps in Brazil given a soft 4Q18 (+LSD) 
when performance was held back by supply constraints (logistics, shortage of trucks) and 
back-office system migration (transition into Kirin legacy SAP) during peak season. 

Margin expansion - part of the med-term model. Medium term, we see margin expansion as an 
important part of the growth algorithm with productivity improvements and co reassessing 
spending behaviour. This will be balanced by reinvestment behind growth (seeding in lower 
margin new markets) and growth enablers (eg digital transformation and ERP). 

Other commentary (1) Brazil - expect outcome on arbitration process with Coke bottlers in 4Q 
(2) Mexico - will lose some volume from loss of Oxxo but this is phased over 3-5 years, and 
profit impact less than volume impact (3) S.Africa - confident in outlook for their business (4) 
Competition - if repeated increase in promo activity, risk it devalues the category (5) Nigeria - 
seeing some light at the end of the tunnel. (6) Vietnam - competition is intensified post Thaibev 
entry but market value is being preserved so far. (6) China - optimistic on outlook for business 
post CR Beer transaction. 

Fever-Tree (FEVR LN, HOLD): July/August Nielsen Soft. Easy 
Comps Ahead 

Source: Jefferies 

Edward Mundy, ACA, Elsa Hannar 

September 7, 2019 

TICKER FEVR LN 

RATING HOLD 

PRICE 2,300.00p^ 

PRICE TARGET (PT) 2,400.00p 



MARKET CAP £2.7B / $3.3B 

Key Takeaway 

UK Nielsen 4wks to 11 August as expected soft at -8% (July -12.7%, June -3.5%), next month 
sees easier comps (+38%) and benefit from bank holiday weather. YTD UK +0.9% (1H19 
+4.5%). Risk/reward is looking more favourable, however, some risk the d/grade cycle is not 
fully complete, which keeps us on the sidelines. Price is looking interesting but timing is not 
quite right given the hiatus between UK moderation and US acceleration. 

Insights  

What's new? UK Nielsen data 4wks to 11 August. FEVR -8% sees further declines after July -
12.7%, June -3.5% and May -5.9%. This reflects (1) poor weather (not including hot August 
bank holiday) (2) marginally tougher comp (August-18 +75.2% after July-18 +72.2%) and 
category maturation. Two-year stack is +67.2%, after July 59.5%. Note, overall soft drinks 
category remains weak -4.3% in August (-7% July). YTD UK growth now running +0.9% after 
1H19 co reported growth +4.5%. For F19 we are looking for +7% in the UK. 

What does this mean for our investment case? Nielsen data confirms our caution on UK 
growth. We would highlight that this print does not include the hot weather over the August 
bank holiday, which will fall into next period. The next period also faces an easier comp (+38% 
vs +70%) and we expect growth to resume. Risk/reward is looking more favourable, however, 
there is some risk the downgrade cycle is not fully complete, which keeps us on the sidelines 
given FEVR is a growth stock. Price is looking interesting but timing is not quite right given the 
hiatus between UK moderation and US acceleration. 

UK growth sensitivity. We see UK (c57% of sales) growth normalising F19 +7% after F18 
+53%, F17 +96%. After the soft 1H19 +4.5% we look for 2H +9.0% partly helped by comps 
(1H18 +73% vs 2H18 +41%). We show a sensitivity if UK growth for the rest of F19 (Sep-Dec) 
ranges -5% to +15%. This implies F19 UK growth -1% (rest of year -5%) to +5.5% (rest of year 
+15%) worth between -4.5% to -0.8% to F19 group sales; however, we acknowledge that UK 
slowdown offers some potential de-rating risk. 

UK competitive dynamics. Total UK soft drinks -4.3% in August after July -7.4% and June 
+0.4%. Schweppes weak with value -16.6% after July -15% and June +7.2%. On pricing, July 
saw FEVR continued negative price/mix -1.9% after July -2.7% and June -4.6%, Schweppes 
saw volume -22.3% (price/mix +5.7%). 

Europe - different levels of maturity. Per Nielsen data for Europe ex UK, implied growth in 2018 
was +18% vs company reported growth of +24%. As the region gains scale we believe Nielsen 
is becoming a more reliable proxy for company growth. Per Nielsen, Europe ex UK August -
2.9% after July growth +20.5% with YTD running at +9.1%. 

US growth accelerating. US (17% of sales) 1H +24% reflects off-trade distribution gains across 
national accounts Target, Kroger & Walmart and regional chains e.g., Publix. On trade new 
account wins with SGWS under a "fast start initiative" and a broad range of co-promo activities. 
Elderflower & Mediterranean >50% sales and distribution growth. The latest US Nielsen data 



pointed to growth running at +24% YTD with acceleration in recent months, latest data point 
4weeks to 10 August at +35%. 

Court Dismisses Challenge to TTB's Rejection of Health Claims on 
Vodka 

Source: https://www.jdsupra.com/ 

McDermott Will & Emery 

September 5, 2019 

In August, the US District Court for the District of Columbia issued its final decision in Bellion 
Spirits, LLC v. United States, Civ. No. 17-2538 (JEB). The Bellion case was brought by spirits 
company Bellion Spirits after the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB) refused to 
approve a series of health claims advanced by Bellion in connection with its vodka products. 
According to Bellion, the infusion of its vodka with a compound called NTX will mitigate the 
damage alcohol inflicts on human DNA. 

In 2016, Bellion petitioned TTB to approve eight specific claims related to the NTX-infused 
vodka. After consulting with the federal Food & Drug Administration (FDA), in 2017 TTB 
rejected all eight claims. Bellion then brought suit, arguing that TTB's actions with respect to 
two of its claims were illegal and unconstitutional. Bellion's complaint advanced four counts 
alleging that: 

TTB impermissibly delegated authority to FDA by consulting with FDA during the petition 
process; 

TTB's rejection amounted to the suppression of "commercial speech" in violation of the First 
Amendment; 

TTB's process amounted to an unconstitutional prior restraint on speech in violation of the First 
Amendment; and 

TTB's health claims regulation was impermissibly vague in violation of the Due Process 
requirement of the Fifth Amendment. 

The District Court's August 2019 opinion granted summary judgement in favor of TTB. The 
lengthy and entertaining opinion makes a number of important points, summarized below: 

On the all-important issue of the standard of review, the court acknowledged that while it 
reviews questions of law de novo, it would review TTB's factual determinations under the 
deferential "substantial-evidence" standard. Under this standard, the court does not re-weigh 
the evidence but upholds an agency's factual determination if substantial evidence supports 
that determination. 

TTB's relative lack of expertise on public health issues-like the health effects of alcohol-and its 
decision to seek assistance from FDA do not alter the deferential review given to TTB's factual 
determinations. 

https://www.jdsupra.com/


The court rejected Bellion's claim that TTB impermissibly delegated its authority under the 
Federal Alcohol Administration Act to FDA by consulting with and relying on FDA's evaluation 
of Bellion's scientific evidence. It explained that although TTB cannot delegate its decision-
making to FDA, it did not do so here. TTB merely consulted with a fellow agency to obtain more 
information and insight in making its own final determination on Bellion's petition. 

Applying the four-part Central Hudson (S.Ct. 1980) test for evaluating challenges to 
government restrictions on commercial speech, the court agreed with TTB's conclusion that 
Bullion's claims were inherently misleading. As such, the speech in question would not receive 
any First Amendment protection. 

The court evaluated numerous challenges to TTB's conclusion that Bullion's claims were 
misleading, examining various studies Bellion submitted to the agency. The court ultimately 
agreed that TTB's decisions to reject and/or discount various studies were reasonable and 
supported by substantial evidence. 

The court also rejected Bellion's argument that TTB needed to produce surveys or similar 
evidence in order to find that Bellion's claims made a misleading link between consumption of 
Bellion's NTX compound with better liver and brain health. 

In the alternative, the court reasoned that even if Bullion's claims about its NTX-infused vodka 
were not inherently misleading, TTB's actions would pass muster under Central Hudson. 
Among other things, even if denying Bullion's petition would not advance consumer health, it 
would directly advance the alternative goal of avoiding consumer deception-a substantial 
governmental interest on its own. 

The court further held that TTB acted reasonably in finding that Bullion's disclaimers would not 
cure the misleading nature of its claims, and that the First Amendment did not require TTB to 
evaluate every disclaimer possible in connection with Bullion's claims. 

While Bellion did not submit the COLA applications for its vodkas to TTB (its co-packer did), it 
had standing to challenge TTB's COLA process as an unconstitutional prior restraint on speech 
in violation of the First Amendment. Nevertheless, "it seems reasonably clear that the prior-
restraint doctrine does not even apply to commercial speech." Even if the prior restraint 
doctrine were to apply, the court held that TTB's COLA scheme would pass constitutional 
muster. 

The court rejected TTB's argument that Bullion could not challenge TTB's health statements 
regulations on Fifth Amendment vagueness grounds. Significantly, the court explained that 
dismissal of an application (like a COLA application) is a sufficient sanction to trigger Due 
Process fair notice requirements. 

On the merits of Bullion's Fifth Amendment vagueness argument, the court found that TTB's 
regulations provide adequate notice of how applications will be treated and the substantive 
criteria for approval of health claims. In particular, the regulations' requirement that claims be 
"adequately substantiated" provides specific enough notice to allow interested persons to 
understand what the regulations require. 



So, for the second time this summer, a TTB action (and the COLA process) survives First 
Amendment scrutiny. The opinion does, however, highlight some pitfalls to avoid should a 
future plaintiff seek to challenge a TTB labeling decision on constitutional grounds. For the 
moment, though, we should not expect to see the marketing of "DNA-healthy" alcohol 
beverages anytime soon. 

US health officials report new vaping deaths, repeat warning 

Source: https://www.foxnews.com/ 

By Mike Stobbe | Associated Press 

September 7, 2019 

U.S. health officials on Friday again urged people to stop vaping until they figure out why some 
are coming down with serious breathing illnesses. 

Officials have identified about 450 possible cases, including as many as five deaths, in 33 
states. The count includes newly reported deaths in California, Indiana and Minnesota. 

No single vaping device, liquid or ingredient has been tied to all the illnesses, officials said. 
Many of the sickened - but not all - were people who said they had been vaping THC, the 
chemical that gives marijuana its high. Many are teens. 

Health officials have only been counting certain lung illnesses in which the person had vaped 
within three months. Doctors say the illnesses resemble an inhalation injury, with the body 
apparently reacting to a caustic substance that someone breathed in. Symptoms have included 
shortness of breath, fatigue, chest pain and vomiting. 

The illnesses have all surfaced this year, and the number has been growing quickly in the last 
month as more states have begun investigations. A week ago, U.S. officials pegged the 
number at 215 possible cases in 25 states. 

It's unclear whether such illnesses were happening before this year. 

"We're all wondering if this is new or just newly recognized," Dr. Dana Meaney-Delman of the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention told reporters Friday. 

An Illinois health official, Dr. Jennifer Layden, said officials there don't know when such 
illnesses first began, but she said there has been a marked increase since spring. 

Deaths previously were reported in Illinois and Oregon . 

Indiana officials said the person who died there was an adult, but they didn't say when it 
happened or release other details. Health officials in Los Angeles said they were investigating 
a vaping death as well. And Minnesota health officials said that state's first known vaping-
related death was a person over 65 years with a history of lung problems who had vaped illicit 
THC products and died in August. 

https://www.foxnews.com/


Recent attention has been focused on devices, liquids, refill pods and cartridges that are not 
sold in stores. 

New York state has focused its investigation on an ingredient called Vitamin E acetate, which 
has been used to thicken marijuana vape juice but is considered dangerous if heated and 
inhaled. State investigators have found the substance in 13 cartridges collected from eight 
patients. In several cases, the ingredient made up more than half of the liquid in the cartridge. 

CDC officials said they are looking at several ingredients, including Vitamin E acetate. But 
Meaney-Delman added that no single factor has been seen in every case. 

Also Friday, the New England Journal of Medicine released a series of articles that give 
medical details about cases reported in Illinois, Wisconsin and Utah. 

An article on 53 illnesses in Illinois and Wisconsin noted that nearly one-fifth of the cases were 
people who said they vaped nicotine and not anything that contained THC or CBD oil. 

For that reason, doctors and health officials are continuing to suggest people stay away from 
all vaping products until the investigation establishes exactly what's at the root of the illnesses. 

Meaney-Delman said avoiding vaping is "the primary means of preventing this severe lung 
disease." 

It's not yet clear what impact the recent illnesses are having on vaping rates, but some health 
officials are hoping more Americans will become wary. 

There's been a split among public health experts about the value of vaping nicotine. Some 
argue e-cigarettes are not as lethal as conventional cigarettes and can be a valuable aide to 
smokers trying to kick the habit. 

But others say studies have not established that adult smokers who try vaping end up quitting 
smoking long term. And they fear that kids who might never have picked up cigarettes are 
taking up vaping. 

The National Association of County and City Health Officials "has long been cautious about 
endorsing e-cigarettes even before the recent spate of illnesses, because little scientific 
evidence exists to show that e-cigarettes and other nicotine delivery devices are effective 
cessation devices," spokeswoman Adriane Casalotti said in a statement. 

The states reporting vaping-related lung illnesses to the CDC are Arkansas, California, 
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North Carolina, Nebraska, New Jersey, 
New Mexico, New York, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
Utah, Virginia, Vermont, Wisconsin, and West Virginia. 

Latest Brexit Headlines 

Source: Multiple 



September 9, 2019 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/09/06/boris-johnson-set-defy-law-rather-ask-brexit-
delay/ 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7438281/Boris-Johnson-prison-refuses-delay-Brexit-
Lord-MacDonald-says.html 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7437867/Brexiteer-Tories-hold-talks-Brexit-Party-
leader-Nigel-Farage-election-pact.html 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7436699/Britain-not-line-post-Brexit-U-S-trade-deal-
White-House-says.html 

https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2019/sep/06/boris-johnsons-irish-border-plan-stalls-
disastrous-eu-brexit-backstop-talks 

Rose Popularity Drops in DTC Channel 

Source: Wine & Spirits Daily 

September 7, 2019 

Direct-to-consumer wine sales have slowed in the first half of 2019, though still at a clip about 
7x faster than the overall wine market. In general, the wine category is growing about 1%-2%, 
while the DTC wine market is up 4.6% in volume and 7% in value, according to ShipCompliant 
and Wines Vines Analytics mid-year report.  

E-COMMERCE CAPABILITIES BOOST MED & LARGE WINERY GROWTH. "I think what 
we're seeing is a definite shift away from tasting room sales and wine clubs to more emphasis 
on the e-commerce channel," ShipCompliant general manager Larry Cormier tells WSD.  

"What I see and hear that tells me that shift is happening is the growth that we're seeing so far 
this year is from that medium and large production category," he adds. Indeed, medium 
wineries (50,000 to 500,000 cases annually) reported a 14% increase in value and 10.6% 
increase in volume, and large wineries (500,000+ cases annually) were up 25.3% in value.  

Why are medium and large wineries breaking out in the channel? According to Larry, it has to 
do with the fact that they've been quicker to make the switch to e-commerce and e-commerce 
marketing. 

IS THE BLOOM OFF THE ROSE? A surprising trend in the mid-year report is that rose has 
slowed down in the channel after an eight-year growth trajectory. "The bloom is off the rose, I 
guess," says Larry, adding, "I was shocked." Though it is still performing well in terms of total 
volume, and was up just 1.2% in value in 2019.  

When asked his thoughts on the slowdown, Larry said that "a lot of rose drinkers [are being] 
targeted by the traditional malt beverage and spirits guys" with a myriad of rose-flavored 
options. "What we're seeing is that rose drinkers have more options in front of them than just 
wine."  

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2019/09/06/boris-johnson-set-defy-law-rather-ask-brexit-delay/
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VALUE WINES ON THE RISE. Premium wines play well in the DTC channel. Indeed, the 
average bottle price is around $40, and that's increased about 2% so far in 2019. Interestingly, 
lower priced wines are experiencing big jumps in value in 2019.  

For instance, sangiovese, which falls in about the middle of the pricing pack, reported the 
highest growth in value, up 19% year-over-year. And moscato, which has the lowest average 
bottle price, was up 14% in value since January.  

BY REGION. In October 2018, Oklahoma opened up DTC wine shipping, contributing to overall 
growth in the channel. In previous years, the main growth driver for the channel was new states 
opening up, but now this is pretty much "the market we're going to have," according to Larry.  

Of course, California is still the largest state by volume and value, but that growth is slowing as 
consumers turn to other states like Washington and Oregon. In 2019, Washington reported the 
largest increase in volume shipped, up 13.7%. Oregon volumes were up 9.2%.  

The above trends are a good indication of the 2019 full year results, according to Larry, but 
trends could improve further in the channel as we head into OND. 

Wine Vault Opens the Fight on Fakes 

Buyers will be able to check provenance before they buy with the new system. 

Counterfeit wines and spirits will be harder to pass off with the launch of a new security 
protocol. 

Source: https://www.wine-searcher.com/ 

By Wine-Searcher staff  

06-Sep-2019 

The end could be in sight for wine scammers with the launch of a new system that tracks 
bottles from the winery to the ultimate owner's cellar. 

Chai Vault, which is run by leading wine authentication expert Maureen Downey, released its 
latest anti-fraud solution that will allow consumers and the wine trade to verify the authenticity 
and provenance of a bottle online before purchase. 

The process starts by entering the details of a bottle into the Chai Vault system via the 
company's TCM inspection protocol, which lists 90 individual identifiers, from producer and 
vintage to fill level and bottle shape. The information is then loaded into the Chai Vault ledger 
system and protected by blockchain technology. Whenever the bottle changes hands the 
details are updated. 

For wines already in the market, there is a further step. Once TCM authenticators have 
established the bottle in question is genuine, a clear plastic caplet is affixed, containing a 
tamper-proof combination of RFID, QR code and hologram technology, Downey said, adding 
that the technology was the ultimate solution to the never-ending waves of fake wines and 

https://www.wine-searcher.com/


spirits flooding the market and it would allow potential buyers to check out a wine or auction lot 
before shelling out big bucks. 

"I have studied every anti-fraud solution in our industry as well as those of other consumables. 
None conquer the pitfalls of the opaque markets in which wines and spirits are sold," she said. 
"Most solutions are single layer or cosmetic, many are more marketing than anti-fraud. Each 
has failed to address all necessary elements to protect consumers, reputable vendors and 
producers alike. 

"Consumers need independently verified authentic bottles to have investments protected and 
that must carry through secondary market ownership transfers. Reputable vendors aspire to 
sell only legitimately sourced, authentic bottles. Producers want authentic bottles in proper 
condition enjoyed in their good names. Chai Vault certification brings both secure anti-fraud 
and much needed transparency to wines and spirits transactions. No longer are we reliant on 
trust - buyers can verify authenticity prior to investing." 

She told Wine-Searcher that the cost of the technology was variable, but not excessive. 

"[For producers] the cost is dependent on the level of service and oversight the producer 
chooses to have. In general, for fine wine with Ledgers of Authentication and Provenance, 
which can be updated as the bottle travels through its life - the cost will be about the cost of a 
cork. But higher volume means lower production costs, and lower cost to the producers. We 
can also have solutions for lower-market bottles, which only need to have scannable proof of 
authenticity and oversight in the supply chain, but not in the aftermarket - which can get as low 
as cents per bottle." 

For any registration that occurs after a bottle leaves the producers, a secondary market Chai 
Caplet would have to be registered. 

"The Chai Caplets will be sold to TCM authenticators and licensed vendors. Again, depending 
on volume, the price will be anywhere from $1-3 per capsule, which includes the creation of the 
bottle's ledger and the first transfer of ownership," she said. 

"So a vendor registers a bottle with direct provenance into the Chai Vault, then they set the 
bottle for sale with them as owner. Once sold, they will assign ownership to the buyer. These 
transactions are included in the initial cost of the caplet. TCM authenticators will have their own 
rates for authentication and Chai Vault registration. The capsule charges are likely going to be 
baked into their service charges. They can service private collectors, or resellers who do not 
have an authenticator on staff." 

However, she emphasized that Chai Vault wasn't open to just anybody. 

"There are many vendors and individuals that will never be allowed to be trained in authenticity 
or licensed to use Chai Vault certification - including change of ownership," she said. 

"If someone buys a bottle that was previously registered in the Chai Vault but purchased from a 
source that is not licensed, that buyer can then hire an authenticator to inspect their bottle and 
update the ledger in the system, and in the blockchain. The hyperlink will not have been made 



available to the unlicensed vendor - so they cannot use the ledger for marketing of the bottle. 
There may be a hole in the provenance, but that is better in the long run than no provenance." 

For more information check out the Chai Vault website. 

https://www.chaivault.com/ 

A Law Used Against Mobsters May Prevent Cannabis From 
Hurting Wine 

Source: https://www.forbes.com/ 

Thomas Pellechia  

September 7, 2019 

A vineyard planted next to a cannabis field (unseen) on the outskirts of Deir al-Ahmar in the 
Bekaa Valley, one of the poorest regions in Lebanon and notorious for its cannabis production, 
on October 3, 2017.  

This morning a colleague, Meg Maker asked on Twitter if wine writers and wine publications 
should care about cannabis. The responses she received were varied, and not in agreement; 
they ranged from wine writers should not care to wine writers should care, but not always for 
the same reason. 

Wine writers may not have to care about cannabis as another lifestyle and intoxicating product, 
although I believe we should, but it's clear wine producers need to care. The evidence for that 
includes the fact that big North American alcohol distribution companies have made huge 
investments in the legal cannabis market in Canada. One of the reasons given for this activity 
is declining liquor retail sales in Canada; another reason is as a testing ground for the day the 
U.S. federal government legalizes cannabis. 

Here's another reason for wine writers to care: after one rumor concerning Coca-Cola's interest 
in a cannabis soft drink petered out, another seemingly more solid rumor reported by BNN 
Bloomberg in Canada had the United Kingdom giant beverage alcohol company Diageo in 
talks with cannabis producers about infused drinks products. 

At the Third Annual Wine & Weed Symposium in August, Jessica Lukas, Vice President of 
Consumer Insights at the market research company, BDS Analytics, Inc. presented "The 
Cannabis Impact on Wine". The data leads BDS to conclude that cannabis will make small 
inroads into the alcohol market, at least for now. Yet, Lukas cautioned that alcohol users are 
increasingly consuming cannabis, but at the same time cannabis users are decreasing overall 
alcohol consumption. 

One more thing: Cannabis crops compete with vineyards for water and they tend to increase 
the value of land. In addition, some believe cannabis crops have the potential to contaminate 
grape crops; a recent court case took up that issue, but with a twist. 

https://www.chaivault.com/
https://www.forbes.com/


The Yamhill County winery, Momtazi Vineyard filed a lawsuit earlier this year which accused 
Mary and Steven Wagner, along with their son Richard of running a "criminal enterprise" 
because marijuana is illegal under federal law. The Momtazi family's suit was filed under the 
Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act (RICO), the one used against the mob.  

The Momtazi's claimed a customer canceled a wine order over fears the grapes might have 
been contaminated with the smell of marijuana. The Wagners wondered what that has to do 
with RICO-they filed a motion to dismiss the case. But U.S. Senior District Judge Anna Brown 
denied the motion. According to the judge's 20-page opinion, whether valid or invalid, the 
contamination claim and the canceled order was directly related to the proximity of defendants' 
marijuana farm. Since the farm is not legal under federal law, the judge said RICO can apply. 

Other cases against marijuana growers and retailers in Oregon have been filed alleging RICO 
violations. A federal judge had earlier in the year dismissed one of them. Part of the complaint 
was about cannabis growing infringing on the neighbors' rights. Another part had to do with an 
alleged reduction in real estate value. The judge said that the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, 
which has jurisdiction, had already determined that allegations of diminished market value are 
insufficient under RICO. 

That suit took place in Lebanon, Oregon. In the other Lebanon, the one in the Middle East, 
where ancient Phoenicians cultivated vineyards, concerns over whether cannabis will infect 
vineyards does not bother farmers; in fact, the long-standing illegal cannabis farming 
community has been fast switching over to vineyards. 

Go figure. 

Dope Operation Sparks Winery Lawsuit (Additional Coverage) 

While cannabis cultivation is legal at state level, that's not the case in federal law. 

A grower in Oregon is using federal anti-racketeering laws against a neighboring cannabis 
producer. 

Source: https://www.wine-searcher.com/ 

By W. Blake Gray  

07-Sep-2019 

A number of people who live next to legal cannabis farms have sued in federal court, using the 
federal RICO racketeering law to complain about the smell. Those lawsuits have generally 
gone nowhere. 

But a RICO lawsuit in Oregon passed an important hurdle last week because it was filed not by 
just any aggrieved neighbor, but by a vineyard owner. And that owner's claim was not just that 
growing weed smells bad - they claim the smell cost them a sale of wine grapes. 

This lawsuit should have much of the US cannabis and wine industries paying attention. 

https://www.wine-searcher.com/


"Thus far [the RICO statute] has not been a big threat but there is a possibility that it could 
derail the cannabis industry in California," said Jesse Mondry, an attorney at Harris Bricken, a 
law firm that has expertise in cannabis law. "It could derail not the hemp industry but the 
marijuana side of it." 

The federal lawsuit is just the latest skirmish in a long battle between the Momtazi family, 
whose patriarch fled Iran after the revolution and established a biodynamic vineyard in 
Willamette Valley, and young cannabis grower Richard Wagner. The Momtazis are already 
suing Wagner in Oregon state court in a case that is set for trial in December. The Momtazis 
told the New York Times in 2017 that they received death threats from cannabis lovers when 
news of their state court lawsuit was first reported. 

"They opened up a new front, the winery did, by filing this RICO lawsuit," Mondry told Wine-
Searcher. "The state court case had been going on for a year and half. They opened up a new 
front in the battle." 

A victory in a RICO case can be more profitable for plaintiffs, as they would be awarded both 
triple damages and lawyers' fees. But it's also harder to prove. 

"To date, we're not aware of a plaintiff who has successfully brought [a RICO case against 
cannabis growers] to judgment," Mondry told Wine-Searcher. 

It's very premature to call last week's ruling a landmark decision; it's just one step along the 
way to an eventual jury trial or out-of-court settlement. But it's an important ruling in a case that 
could create precedent. 

Here's the background. Momtazi Vineyard is a certified biodynamic vineyard in McMinnville, 
Oregon, owned by Moe Momtazi. Momtazi also owns Maysara Winery, which buys some of the 
vineyard's grapes. In December 2016, the Wagner family bought property next to Momtazi in 
order to set up a cannabis growing and processing enterprise under the brand name Yamhill 
Naturals. 

Momtazi claims that a client winery cancelled an order for six tons of grapes because the 
customer believed the smell from the cannabis would contaminate the grapes. The lawsuit 
doesn't say what type of grapes they were. North Willamette Valley Pinot Noir grapes sell for 
an average of $2422 per ton, according to University of Oregon. Six tons of grapes should be 
able to produce about 380 cases of wine. 

That isn't all that Momtazi alleges. The vineyard owners claim the Wagners' terracing caused 
large amounts of dirt to roll into a fish-stocked reservoir on the Momtazi property that they say 
is an important part of their biodynamic operation. They also claim "Defendants or their agents 
trespassed onto Plaintiff's property, killed a calf, and amputated part of another cow's tail." 

The state court case has plodded along since 2017. In April, the Momtazis filed the federal 
RICO lawsuit. 

RICO stands for Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations act. It was originally passed 
to fight the Mafia. Plaintiffs now use it to sue cannabis operations by defining cannabis 



cultivation as a criminal conspiracy, because although cannabis is now legal in Oregon, as it is 
in 10 states including the entire West Coast, it is still considered illegal under federal law. 

In December, a judge in Sonoma County threw out a similar RICO lawsuit from some people in 
Petaluma. A similar case in Colorado made it to a jury last year, which found for the cannabis 
farm when it decided that the farm had not reduced its neighbors' property values. 

Oregon had a similar RICO case filed in 2018 by neighbors of a cannabis warehouse, and it 
was dismissed by a judge. 

The Momtazi case may be different because wine grapes are one of the few products that 
could be less valuable if they are raised in an area that smells bad. As such, it could open a 
new line of attack for anti-cannabis attorneys if it is ultimately successful. 

It's way too early to say that, though. In her ruling last week, US Senior District Judge Anna J. 
Brown merely denied a motion to dismiss by the Wagner family. Brown ruled that Momtazi 
Vineyard has a "plausible claim" under the RICO statute. This doesn't necessarily mean it's a 
winnable case; it just means the case will proceed. 

Interestingly, the attorney for Momtazi Vineyard, Rachel McCart, was previously a horse 
lawyer. She founded Equine Legal Solutions, which according to its website "represents both 
plaintiffs and defendants in many different types of horse-related lawsuits, ranging from horse 
sale disputes to equine veterinary malpractice cases". 

McCart also filed cannabis-related lawsuits in 2018 against more than 200 businesses in 
Oregon, according to Marijuana.com. She did not return a call seeking comment. 

With the rapid growth of the cannabis industry in the US, cannabis litigation could quickly 
become more profitable than equine litigation. And there might be no shortage of plaintiffs in 
California. 

In Santa Barbara County, residents have complained loudly about the bad aroma from large 
cannabis operations, but courts have looked askance at this type of complaints under the 
RICO statute as not showing actual damage. But Santa Barbara County is also a major 
grapegrowing region. I contacted the Santa Barbara County Vintners Association and they 
didn't want to comment on the issue. 

Sonoma and Mendocino Counties are also major growing regions for both cannabis and wine 
grapes. Sonoma County's government has been more supportive of cannabis than most and 
the state is showing the first signs of a budding cannabis tourism culture, but it's just a seed 
compared to the enormous, important structure of the Sonoma County wine industry. 

Mendocino, where cannabis was a major commercial enterprise long before it was legal, has 
an ongoing contentious atmosphere around cannabis operations, but the county has been 
supportive of cannabis. It's also a major wine producer. 

"I think it's going to depend on how wine growers and cannabis growers learn to work with 
each other," Mondry said. "Like most things, it's going to come down to cooperation with your 
neighbors." 



ENGLISH AND WELSH WINE 2018 PRODUCTION FIGURE 
DECREASED BY 2.4M BOTTLES 

Source: https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/ 

by Phoebe French 

5th September, 2019  

The figure for the number of bottles produced in Britain in 2018 has been revised, falling from 
15.6 million to 13.2 million - the official figure which has been published by the Department for 
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). 

The new figure was announced yesterday (4 September) at the WineGB trade tasting in 
London by chairman Simon Robinson. Commenting on why the figures were different, he said 
that those released back in February this year had been "based on early indications" and "a 
survey of our members". 

He added: "The figure of 13.2m bottles is the official figure published by DEFRA from data 
gathered by the Wine Standards Branch (Food Standards Agency). There are a number of 
reasons why the figures may differ, but we are not in a position to comment on the differences, 
as for reasons of commercial confidentiality, we do not have access to the raw data." 

This means that 2018 beat the previous record year (6.3 million bottles in 2014) by 6.9 million 
bottles, rather than 9.3 million as originally stated. 

The figures also revealed that still wine production is increasing with the industry now being 
split 69% fizz vs 31% still wine. 

Also revealed was that individual vineyard numbers have now risen to 794, with a total of 31 in 
Wales, 92 in East Anglia, 185 in the south west, 341 in the south east and 145 in the rest of the 
UK. The south east therefore has 76% of the vines planted in the UK, with vines covering 
2,720 hectares. 

A total of three million vines are expected to be planted in 2019, with the total area under vine 
currently totalling 3,579 hectares. 

The top four varieties remain Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, Meunier and Bacchus, with the first two 
being particularly dominant, representing 29.7% and 28.9% of the vines planted respectively. 

Also of note was that export sales doubled in terms of their share of total sales. They rose from 
representing 4% of total sales in 2017 to 8% in 2018, equating to over 200,000 bottles worth £7 
million. WineGB said this means that the industry was well on its way to achieving its target of 
£350 million worth of exports by 2040. 

The top four export markets are the US (22%), Norway (18%), Denmark (12%) and Sweden 
(10%). 

https://www.thedrinksbusiness.com/


The new report also drew attention to the increase in wine tourism, and specifically the launch 
of dedicated, producer-led groups which target tourism, including the Wine Garden of England, 
Wine Trail Wales, and the Vineyards of the Surrey Hills. 

Currently 86% of people visiting British vineyards are from the UK, while 14% are from abroad. 

Looking ahead, WineGB is working on several projects for example Cellar Door Relief, a 
scheme to be implemented post-Brexit, and a new PDO/OGI system required on departure 
from the European Union. 

How the Orange-Wine Fad Became an Irresistible Assault on 
Pleasure 

Source: https://www.newyorker.com/ 

By Troy Patterson 

September 7, 2019 

The fact that orange wine is challenging-that its appeal is more cerebral and gastronomic than 
carnal and epicurean-is central to its identity. 

I recently went for a drink, in Brooklyn, at an Italian restaurant of the new school, which is to 
say that its culinary methods are purposefully archaic. The logo of the slow-food snail moseyed 
across the décor. The pasta had been made in-house, using local grains. The children's menu 
featured a cheese aged longer than some of its consumers had been alive. 

Each bottle of wine on offer was a natural wine, and pedagogical drawings on the cover of the 
wine list illustrated the basic tenets of the category: its artisanal production, its avoidance of 
additives, its encapsulation of the pastoral romance of life in the vineyard. One section featured 
the variety of skin-contact wines known as orange wines. One of these, from Friuli, glowed 
tropically in my candlelit glass. The list explained orange wine as a white wine that is made like 
a red; the skins and seeds, left to macerate in the juice for a while, impart color and texture. 
There was honey in the aroma. An intense whirligig of tannins metallically attacked my mouth 
and, on the finish, there was an astringent sizzle, with undertones of acid reflux. Tasting notes 
described this as a "long persistence." I found it to be a test of stamina. While I waited for the 
wine's acrid smack to wear off, I meditated on how this chic but peculiar elixir reflected the 
terroir of the urban social landscape. 

Having now infiltrated the cellars of fashionable new restaurants and the home-entertaining 
arsenals of people who don't consciously define themselves as "foodies," orange wine has 
moved from a novelty act to a regular character in a particular social niche. But, depending on 
your perspective, orange wine has been becoming a thing-a trend, a movement, a totem of 
correct taste-for ten years, or twenty, or five thousand. Around 2000, Josko Gravner, a 
winemaker in Friuli, Italy, revived the ancient practice of its vinification, and other producers 
followed his lead, with vintages distinguished by what are conventionally considered 
imperfections: astringency, bracing bitterness, earthy funk. It took another nine years or so for 
skin-contact white wines to crack the consciousness of ambitious oenophiles; in the Times, in 

https://www.newyorker.com/


2009, Eric Asimov introduced his readers to the genre in the aftermath of what he said was 
"doubtless one of the geekiest wine tastings it's ever been my pleasure to attend." 

The geekiness-the fact that orange wine is challenging, that its appeal is more cerebral and 
gastronomic than carnal and epicurean-is central to its identity. Trend-piece headlines to the 
contrary, orange wine will never be "the new rosé." Rosé is a big-tent beverage, suitable for 
glugging, as conventionally pretty on the palate as it is on Instagram. Orange wine has more 
sophisticated looks. You might call them jolie laide. Its color ranges from an amber as clear as 
the peal of a bell to the bold gold of a questionable urine specimen. I looked askance at an 
Austrian blend resembling a poorly stirred portion of Tang. 

The overbearing boldness of orange wine is too diverse to categorize. Some are nutty and firm, 
like weird sherries, and some are briny, some brightly acidic, and some highly herbal. Some 
suggest a Carmen-Miranda-headdress spectrum of fruit. At a wine bar where all the 
descriptions somehow read like Allen Ginsberg's grocery list, I tasted a Sicilian example said to 
evoke "copper kettles, chamomile flowers, Ricola popsicle." Its finish prompted the question, 
"Is that a note of melon or is it a hint of Goodyear rubber?" By their nature, these wines very 
much open up as they breathe, slowly revealing subtle glories, or else gradually becoming 
slightly less bad. 

My favorite by far, a charming semi-sparkling, hails from Greece: the 2017 Domaine Glinavos 
Paleokerisio. Perfect for pre-gaming an Easter parade, it was softly floral and grassily festive, 
but with a body as firm as a maypole. Lettie Teague, who devoted a Wall Street Journal 
column to orange wine, in May, also admired this bottle, but her tasting companions, being 
hard-core orange-wine guys, dissed its extreme pleasantness as unserious. Here, we 
encounter the fervor of ideologues, which is the soul of the trend. As Teague wrote, "People 
'believe' in orange wines in a way I've never known anyone to espouse a faith in, say, 
Chardonnay." 

This stuff pairs well with the conflated ethics and aesthetics of bien-pensant food culture. The 
intrinsic emphasis on abstruse methods of production and challenging nuances of terroir suits 
going fashions for the sustainable, the "authentic." You get the sense, when gripped by the 
vinegar-ish bite of an extra-ripe wine, that it is ideally consumed at a reclaimed-wood table in 
the dining room of a Hudson Valley weekend home, while listening to a proud host holding 
forth on how best to decant it and describing its intricate flavors and idiosyncratic kinks with the 
haranguing passion of an indie-rock record collector. 

Orange wine has arrived to slap jaded palates around. Recently, in Food & Wine, a bar owner 
in Boston complimented an offering with a comparison to the morning-after mouthfeel of a 
tobacco binge: "It tastes like you spent the entire night before just ripping cigarettes." The 
severity of orange wine's structure and taste presents an especially dramatic example of 
aggressions against taste buds. The acerbic fizz of kombucha, the barnyard funk of fancy 
ciders, the ruckling tartness of sour beers-these and other harshnesses are ascendant among 
people who regard a hard seltzer as an instance of philistine minimalism. We are to believe 
that the Aperol Spritz-not long ago a tourist curiosity-is now old hat. 

This trend in liquid pleasure suggests a preference for quaffs of difficult piquancy and upright 
pedigree. But this pleasure may be dependent, perversely, on disgust-or rather, on the 



aspirational struggle to steer one's mind around disgust. I'd like to cite TikTok footage of 
Brittany Tomlinson, who is Internet-famous for second-guessing her own revulsion toward dank 
kombuchas, as evidence that the pain inflicted by the flavors of some extreme beverages is the 
whole point of them. In this sphere, a full-bodied orange wine, with its uncompromising 
austerity, approaches an absolute limit: sensation without sensuality. It tastes like an assault 
on pleasure. A wine with a finish like sucking on a grapefruit rind is not a wine to drink for 
enjoyment. It is a wine to suffer through-the suffering is proof that the drink is morally 
improving-and then to enjoy talking about. The talking is the proof of the drinker's good taste. 

Mississippi: LEGISLATORS CHANGE STRATEGIES PUSHING 
FOR SALE OF WINE IN GROCERY STORES 

Source: https://www.northsidesun.com/ 

09/05/2019  

Supporters of bills allowing the direct shipment of wine and the sale of wine in grocery stores 
are changing strategies after being unable to see the measures passed in recent legislative 
sessions. 

Next year, lawmakers hope to craft a bill that would loosen restrictions on current liquor stores, 
in hopes that doing so would cut opposition to their proposals. 

In 2019, a bill that would have allowed customers to have wine shipped from manufacturers 
directly to their homes again failed to make it out of a House committee. 

Meanwhile, the author of previous bills that would have allowed for the sale of wine in grocery 
stores opted not to reintroduce the measure in 2019, after receiving so much resistance from 
opponents during the 2017 and 2018 legislative sessions. 

"We've been trying to take a bite out of that apple for years and haven't been able to get 
anywhere," District 117 Rep. Scott Delano said. 

District 111 Rep. Charles Busby, author of the direct shipment bill, said the key to seeing the 
bills passed could be found in relaxing some of the regulations on existing liquor stores. He 
hopes to find a win-win compromise for all parties involved. 

Bills in previous sessions would have allowed grocery stores to sell wine on shelves next to 
everyday produce and would have allowed individuals to order wine online and have it shipped 
directly to their homes. 

Support for both measures has been building in recent years. 

In 2016, Looking For Wine? was formed to lobby for wine sales in grocery stores. Other big box 
retailers, like Walmart, Kroger and independent grocers, have also come on board in support of 
the idea.  

Opposition to the two measures has also grown, with the Mississippi Beverage Merchants 
Committee coming on board to combat the ideas. 

https://www.northsidesun.com/


Supporters argue Delano's measure would expand the presence of big box retailers, like 
Costco, in the state. 

Right now, Mississippi has zero Costco warehouses, with one planned for Highland Colony 
Parkway in Ridgeland. 

"I've had (retailers) come up and say, 'We're not interested in expanding in Mississippi until 
we're able to sell wine in grocery stores,'" Delano said. 

Until that happens, he says the state will still bring in some of the larger retailers, but will have 
one-off locations, rather than multiple locations throughout the state. 

Many liquor store owners, though, are afraid allowing wine sales in grocery stores will hurt their 
business and equally important, cut down on quality choices for customers. 

Tasho Katsaboulas, spokesman for the Mississippi Beverage Merchants Committee, said 
larger retailers would likely sell the cheaper wines, the same ones that current liquor stores rely 
on to make ends meet. 

"Specialty shops will not be able to make it without these crucial sales," he said. 

Cheaper wines, or those that cost $15 a bottle or less, comprise around 90 percent of wine 
sales at local shops. 

Owners sell those varieties, in part, so they can carry the more expensive, harder-to-find 
products. 

"In the end, consumers who appreciate a broad selection of harder-to-find craft wines will be 
thoroughly punished so that other consumers can buy tank wines in every grocery store." 

Serena Flowers, a lobbyist speaking on behalf of Walmart, countered that argument, saying 
customers of the retail giant want the option to buy wine at their local grocer, not only their local 
package store.  

"I'm always getting feedback from customers, who ask, 'why can't we do this? In other states, 
we have the option to,' " she said. "We're one of the last hold-out states." 

Local lawmakers have mixed opinions on the legislation. 

District 25 Sen. Walter Michel said he supports the measures, as does District 58 Rep. Joel 
Bomgar, who calls the state's current alcohol sales regulations obsolete. 

"We're essentially using Prohibition-era laws to regulate commerce in the Internet age. The law 
in its current form hurts businesses and consumers,"?he said. "Getting rid of this obsolete 
regulation would help business growth and improve quality of life for Mississippians."? 

District 70 Rep. Kathy Sykes, though, opposes the measures, saying they would hurt small 
business. 



"It would make some small businesses go under," she said. The lawmaker also is worried that 
allowing direct-shipment of wine to homes would encourage underage and excessive drinking. 

Currently, 38 states allow wine sales in grocery stores. Tennessee amended its alcohol 
statutes in 2018 to allow Sunday liquor sales in grocery stores as well. That amendment took 
effect on January 1, according to articles at WBIR.com. 

Liquor stores' concerns could be merited. 

According to Little Rock television station THV, package store sales in the Natural State have 
declined since lawmakers there expanded the types of wines grocers could sell. 

In 2017, Arkansas state law was amended to allow grocers, like Kroger, to sell wine from any 
size winery. Prior to the rule change, grocers could only push wines from companies that 
produced less than 250,000 gallons a year. 

Since the expansions were put in place, sales at independent liquor retailers have fallen an 
average of 5.5 percent, THV reported. 

"This is about complete market domination . limiting consumer choice, and ultimately 
destroying selection," Katsaboulas said. 

The Belhaven wine merchant went on to say grocery stores can already sell wine. 

Under Mississippi law, grocers can peddle wine, but the wine must be in an area separated 
from the grocery store, and that area must have a separate entrance. 

Restrictions are equally heavy on liquor stores. Those retailers can only sell liquor, drink mixes 
and limited amounts of glassware. Not even ice can be sold at those locations, under state 
statute. 

Busby, author of legislation allowing for the direct shipment of wine, said the solution to getting 
his and Delano's measures passed, could be found in relaxing current those liquor store 
regulations. 

During the 2019 session, Busby's bill, HB 708, which would have allowed for the direct 
shipment of wine to customers, died in House Ways and Means Committee. The measure was 
never brought up for a vote. 

Busby's next proposal will call for allowing direct-to-customer wine shipments, while at the 
same time loosen restrictions on liquor store sales and allow the transfer of liquor licenses. 

"Currently, liquor store owners can only own one store. I'm expanding that," he said. "The 
liquor licenses is non-transferable. It has no monetary value. I'm allowing owners to transfer it, 
which will give it significant monetary value." 

There are more than 600 licensed liquor stores in the state. 

Casino/Daniel Kretinsky: Czech mate  



Source: FT 

September 7, 2019 

The roulette wheel still spins for Casino boss Jean-Charles Naouri. The embattled French 
retailer's fortunes could soon improve. On Thursday, Casino gleefully announced the addition 
of Daniel Kretinsky to its shareholder register with a 4.6 per cent stake. The mandatory 
disclosure threshold is 5 per cent.  

Mr Naouri said a seat on Casino's board would follow for a representative of the Czech 
billionaire. That lifted shares by as much as 5 per cent. Support from one of Europe's most 
contrarian investors, though, serves to highlight Casino's fall from grace. 

Mr Kretinsky has shopped around all year. His purchase of a stake in Casino follows a rejected 
takeover bid in June for German wholesaling group Metro. He has also picked up a stake in Le 
Monde. That prompted unfounded speculation the billionaire might want to temper the French 
newspaper's critical stance towards climate change. Mr Kretinsky's main interests are energy. 
He continues to buy up power plants including coal burning ones. His portfolio is eclectic. A 
common theme, however, is his enthusiasm for assets others shun. 

Mr Naouri's business interests employ "Breton Pulleys", a complex chain of debt-laden holding 
companies that give maximum control with minimum capital. Reducing Casino's leverage has 
been the priority since cracks first began appearing last year. Asset sales have followed legal 
manoeuvring to freeze debt repayments at holding companies. An additional ?2bn of disposals 
were announced at the end of August. That calmed nerves in the bond market, halving the cost 
of insuring Casino's one-year debt.  

An earlier round of sell-offs worth ?2bn only reduced net debt by ?1bn, says Bernstein. Further 
asset sales now pose the risk of hollowing out core operations and earnings. Mr Kretinsky's 
arrival will not change the problems facing the company. He is silent on his intentions. 
Investors will hope he brings fresh thinking to a business that is running out of ideas. 

 


